
NIGHT MANAGER POSITION DESCRIPTION

The Night Manager provides leadership and support to all members of the Front Office and enforces the Hotels
Standards of Excellence in all areas supervised. NIGHT MANAGER DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: Direct and
oversee all hotel operations during the night shift to ensure guest.

Tell us about your experience as a Night Manager Hotel. Oversee preparation of daily summary reports. A
night hotel manager also spends some time working at the front desk. Monitor and resolve service issues
through phone calls or written communication to achieve service goals and ensure customer satisfaction. Feel
free to revise this job description to meet your specific job duties and job requirements. They are responsible
in making schedules for all hotel employees and guide them regularly. The basic requirement in earning this
job is a GED or a high school diploma. All information is kept anonymous. Collaborate with associates to
implement all service strategies at hotel level for enhanced customer relationship. Night Managers serving
Hilton brands are always working on behalf of our Guests and working with other Team Members. Duties
include clerks at the front desk, bellhops, crew maintenance and bar and waiter staff. This is mostly due to
lack of interaction to customers required during nighttime. Night managers also enforce no smoking policies
and quiet hours. Act as manager on duty for the hotel in the absence of the Front Office Manager dealing with
complaints, problem solving, disturbances, special requests and any other issues that may arise. They should
also keep track on which of the following guests have already left and which of the hotel rooms are occupied,
reserved or needs thorough cleaning. The Night Manager provides leadership and support to all members of
the Front Office and enforces the Hay Adams Standards of Excellence in all areas supervised. Hilton is
dedicated to continuing its tradition of providing exceptional guest experiences across its global brands. Must
be able to perform the full night audit if needed. Manage and perform all MOD duties as specified by
company staff. Supervise overall service that includes scheduling, food presentation for banquets orders.
Educational Requirements In order to become a hotel night manager, a college degree is mostly not essential.
Must actively participate in the decision making process on guest relocation for nights when over capacity,
execute accordingly and ensure a smooth relocation process. Provide assistance to front desk staff during peak
hours and assist beverage advertising initiative to enhance business. College degree preferred. Hilton is the
leading global hospitality company, spanning the lodging sector from luxurious full-service hotels and resorts
to extended-stay suites and mid-priced hotels. How much you earned, who your employer was, how much
education was required or anything that pertains to this career. However, their salary depends on the size of
the hotel and the location. They are in charge in leading and planning meetings. Inform all Overnight staff of
nightly activities, group and VIP arrivals as well as special requests and repeat guests. Conduct Briefing for all
staff during Night Shift. Condition of work Night managers are employed in hotels, grocery departments and
even at health care institutions. Your Name. They usually greet visitors and guests, check-in guests into their
desired rooms, make some reservations and provide assistance to their guests as well as providing their needs.
Supervise all levels of service and interact with guests, manage written guest comment cards and track all
guest information. As Night Manager, you will oversee the night-hour supervision of the Front Office Team to
ensure that Team Members are prepared and well-informed to deliver our Guests an exceptional experience
from check-in through check-out.


